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Enhance and Polish your Events with the new Event Kiosk
Add polish and improve the experience of attending your nonprofit events. The new Event Kiosk from Fresh Vine allows you
to brand and welcome your attendees like never before. The tightly integration Macintosh® and Windows® application
allows you to manage one, or dozens of kiosk remotely from Fresh Vine.
Each Kiosk allows an attendee to walk up, find themselves with the last 4 digits of their phone number, and check
themselves into your event. Instantly they can be printed an optional name tag to wear, adding an asset tag that can be used
to check bags, coats, or anything else. The kiosk has been purposefully designed to be easier for families attending events
together where one parent can manage the whole family.
The Event Kiosk works great for meet-up groups, professional associations, religious services, and anything else your
nonprofit can dream up. By enabling the Kiosk for a service inside of Fresh Vine you can even have multiple groups meeting
at the same time, all checking in at the same kiosk.
The new Event Kiosk will replace the aging Check-In application. Fresh Vine has pledged to continue to support that
application through the end of August 2015. This will allow our customers adequate time to implement the new Event Kiosk
application.
About Fresh Vine:
Fresh Vine [http://freshvine.co/] nonprofit membership software is a nonprofit’s secret weapon. It's the simple platform to
know their people and everything they do. Launched in 2011 Fresh Vine is proud of our commitment to helping nonprofits
make larger impacts on their missions. The membership software covers a nonprofits roster, on-boarding, donations, email,
events, groups, and more.
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